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Codra

Codra is an NPC controlled by Charaa who appears in Mining Guild.

Codra
Species & Gender female alien

Organization: Mining Guild
Occupation: Management

Rank: Overseers
Current Placement:

Character Description

Appearance

Height: 5'9
Weight: 100lbs
Eye color: Blue
Hair color: midnight sky blue
Hair style: kept short and neat
BWH: 31B 20 21
skin: light greenish
extra features: eyes all one color, ridges along the sides of her head.

Personality

As an Overseer, she’s strict when it comes to the rules, and she won’t allow any shenanigans to happen
while those under her are in the mines. She’s reliable and an excellent boss but when off duty and
everyone’s safe away from the mines? RUN! Because Codra is the prank queen, and she will be able to
dish it out worse than she’d received. But even so she’s respectful.

History

Codra started life as a street kid, doing anything she could to get that money to use for later, she was
able to eventually learn about robots how to fix them and she began tinker with a long dead one, and
soon created a new android, a male that would come to be known as Overseer Unit 1 overtime she
improved on his processer allowing him to gain sentience and he was her lifelong friend and companion.

but where they were organics and AI were frowned upon having a relationship, they couldn’t show a
public display of affection no matter how much they wanted to, so they had to leave soon finding their
way to Osman, before leaving with the others to Sanctum where the New Dusk Conclave had been
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formed and they discovered that AI were treated as citizens which meant they could show as much
affection as they wanted, and the two of them got jobs as eventual Overseers. There they gained money,
managing mines.

Relationships

Overseer Unit 1 long time companion and fellow Oversee
Astrid Kurosaki CEO of Mining Guild
Aeta Kurosaki COO of Mining Guild
Alara Botkid Fellow Overseers
Jason Botkid Fellow Overseers
Achilles Slither Fellow Overseers

Inventory

Salvage

Luggage/Duffel (Mod decides what s inside) (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 34-37, IC:
1281-7753-67)
Crate of Lorath Missiles - Mi-Size (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 82-69, IC: 5715-14478-142)
Extremely good looking tuxedo (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 65-98, IC: 6427-20637-156)
Ultra Compact Fusion Generator
Oxygen Tank
Tactical Vehicle

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Charaa on 2020/06/30 17:54.

Charaa’s Will

Character Data
Character Name Codra
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location Sirris VI
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